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AMERICAN HISTORY

The Best Writings of
Ulysses S. Grant
Edited by John F. Marszalek
Outstanding selections from The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant
Originally published in the thirty-two vol-

the capture of Vicksburg, Lee’s surren-

umes of the Papers of Ulysses S. Grant,

der, his terms as president, the Panic of

Grant’s letters and speeches are the major

1873, and his bouts of mouth and throat

source of information about his life and

cancer.Throughout, Grant’s prose clearly

era and have played a key role in elevat-

reveals the power of his words and his

ing his reputation to that of the leading

ability to present them well. Although

general of the Civil War and the first of

some historians have maligned his presi-

the modern presidents. In this collection,

dency as one of the most corrupt periods

editor John F. Marszalek presents excerpts

in American history, these writings show

from Grant’s most insightful and skillfully

Grant to be one of the driving forces of

composed writings and provides perspec-

the nineteenth century. A concise refer-

tive through introductory comments tying

ence for Grant scholars and Civil War en-

each piece to the next.The result is a fasci-

thusiasts as well as a valuable introduc-

nating overview of Grant’s life and career.

tion to those new to Grant’s writings, this

In sixteen chronological chapters,

volume provides intriguing insight into

selections from letters and other writ-

one of the nineteenth century’s most im-

ings reveal Grant’s personal thoughts

portant Americans. This book is the first

on the major events of his momentous

in our new series, The World of Ulysses

life, including the start of the Civil War,

S. Grant.

John F. Marszalek is a Giles Distinguished Professor Emeritus of History at

May $32.95t*
Cloth, 978-0-8093-3411-7
232 pages, 6 x 9, 20 illustrations
The World of Ulysses S. Grant

Mississippi State University; the executive director of the Ulysses S. Grant Association’s Ulysses S. Grant Presidential Library, Mississippi State University; and the
editor of the Papers of Ulysses S. Grant. He is the author or editor of sixteen books,
including Sherman: A Soldier’s Passion for Order.

Introducing a New Series from SIU Press

Also of Interest
To further an understanding of Ulysses S. Grant through a close analysis of his life
and work, this innovative book series provides a thorough examination of particular events and periods of Grant’s life in order to present important insights into
his generalship, presidency, influence, and reputation. Books in the series explore
Grant’s character as well as his role in American history. By delving into the deeper
detail and context of what Grant did and saw, this series aims to break new ground

Sherman: A Soldier’s
Passion for Order

and provide the historical profession and the general reading public with accurate,
readable perspectives showing Grant’s significant contributions to the world he lived

John F. Marszalek

in and to the years that followed.

Paper $24.95t
978-0-8093-2785-0
688 pages, 6 x 9, 46 illustrations

* For an explanation of discount schedules, see inside back cover.
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CIVIL WAR

Engineering Victory

The Union Siege of Vicksburg

ENGINEERING
VICTORY
The Union Siege of Vicksburg

Justin S. Solonick

Justin S. Solonick
How engineers and common soldiers toppled the Gibraltar of the Confederacy
On May 25, 1863, after driving the Con-

Though Grant lacked suf ficient

federate army into defensive lines sur-

professional engineers to organize a

rounding Vicksburg, Mississippi, Union

traditional siege—an offensive tactic

major general Ulysses S. Grant and his

characterized by cutting the enemy’s

Army of the Tennessee laid siege to the

communication lines and digging for-

fortress city. With no reinforcements

ward-moving approach trenches—the

and dwindling supplies, the Army of

few engineers available, when possible,

Vicksburg finally surrendered on July

gave Union troops a crash course in mil-

4, yielding command of the Mississippi

itary engineering. Ingenious midwest-

River to Union forces and effectively

ern soldiers, in turn, creatively applied

severing the Confederacy. In this illumi-

engineering maxims to the situation at

nating volume, Justin S. Solonick offers

Vicksburg, demonstrating a remarkable

the first detailed study of how Grant’s

ability to adapt in the face of adversity.

midwesterners serving in the Army of

When instruction and oversight was not

the Tennessee engineered the Siege of

possible, the common soldiers impro-

Vicksburg, placing the event within the

vised. Solonick’s study of the Vicksburg

broader context of U.S. and European

siege focuses on how the American Civil

military history and nineteenth-cen-

War was a transitional war with its own

April $37.50sp
Cloth, 978-0-8093-3391-2
304 pages, 6 x 9, 37 illustrations

tury applied science in trench warfare

distinct nature, not the last Napoleonic

and field fortifications. In doing so, he

War or the herald of modern warfare.

shatters the Lost Cause myth that Vicks-

At Vicksburg, he reveals, a melding of

“By showing why Vicksburg fell when it
did, Solonick’s book sheds new light on
one of the most important campaigns of
the Civil War. By showing how Grant’s
army achieved that success, it sheds new
light on the nature of Civil War armies
and on the society that raised them.”

burg’s Confederate garrison surren-

traditional siege craft with the soldiers’

dered due to lack of provisions. Instead

own inventiveness resulted in Union

of being starved out, Solonick explains,

victory during the largest, most suc-

the Confederates were dug out.

cessful siege in American history.

—Steven E. Woodworth,

Justin S. Solonick is an adjunct instructor in the Department of History and
Geography at Texas Christian University. His most recent publication, “Saving
the Army of Tennessee: The Confederate Rear Guard at Ringgold Gap,” appeared
in The Chattanooga Campaign.

author of Nothing but Victory: The
Army of the Tennessee, 1861–1865

Also of Interest

Grant at Vicksburg:
The General and the Siege
Michael B. Ballard
Cloth, $32.95t
978-0-8093-3240-3
232 pages, 6 x 9, 27 illustrations
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The Vicksburg Campaign,
March 29–May 18, 1863
Edited by Steven E. Woodworth and
Charles D. Grear
Cloth, $32.50sp
978-0-8093-3269-4
272 pages, 6 x 9, 22 illustrations

Civil War Campaigns in the Heartland

www.siupress.com

LINCOLN

1865

America Makes War and Peace
in Lincoln’s Final Year

Edited by Harold Holzer and Sara Vaughn Gabbard
A close look at the final year of the Civil War and Lincoln’s life
From the final bloody battles of the

meeting with Confederate emissaries

Civil War and the ratification of the

who sought to reverse the Emancipa-

Thirteenth Amendment to Abraham

tion Proclamation, Lincoln’s second in-

Lincoln’s assassination and the role of

augural address, and Lincoln’s dramatic

freed slaves, Americans faced a remark-

April 4 walk through Richmond.

able range of critical issues in 1865.

Turning to Lincoln’s assassination,

In this illuminating collection, promi-

essays examine Booth’s organizational

nent historians of nineteenth-century

efforts leading up to the events of that

America offer insightful overviews of

fateful day and the trial of the assas-

the individuals, events, and issues that

sination conspirators. Other chapters

together made 1865 one of the most

cover the African American experience

momentous years in American history.

in the final year of the war and the use

Following an introduction by renowned

of the visual arts to preserve the life and

Lincoln scholar Harold Holzer, nine new

legacy of the martyred president. With

essays explore the end of the Civil War,

appendixes that include a close look at

Lincoln’s death, and the start of the ten-

Lincoln’s activities and writings from

tative peace. Topics include the send-

January 1 through April 14 and other

ing of the Thirteenth Amendment to the

pertinent materials, this thoughtful col-

states for ratification, General Ulysses

lection provides an engaging evaluation

S. Grant’s crucial last thrusts against

of one of the most pivotal years in the

Robert E. Lee and Lincoln’s manage-

evolution of America.

1865

America Makes War and Peace
in Lincoln’s Final Year

Edited by Harold Holzer and Sara Vaughn Gabbard
May $32.95t
Cloth 978-0-8093-3401-8
224 pages, 6 x 9, 16 illustrations

ment of the overall war effort, Lincoln’s

Harold Holzer,

senior vice president for external affairs at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and chairman of the Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Foundation, is
the author, coauthor, editor, or coeditor of forty-six books about Abraham Lincoln,
most recently Exploring Lincoln: Great Historians Reappraise Our Greatest President and The Civil War in 50 Objects. He has published six books with SIU Press.

Sara Vaughn Gabbard, executive director of Friends of the Lincoln Collection of Indiana, is the editor of Lincoln Lore. She and Joseph R. Fornieri coedited
Lincoln’s America: 1809–1865, and she and Holzer coedited Lincoln and Freedom:
Slavery, Emancipation, and the Thirteenth Amendment.

“1865: America Makes War and Peace
in Lincoln’s Final Year contains an
impressive series of essays by wellknown Lincoln scholars [and] offers new
insights into not just Lincoln but also the
often neglected last days of the war. The
result is a readable addition to Civil War
bookshelves.”
—Jean H. Baker, Goucher College

Also of Interest

Lincoln and Freedom:
Slavery, Emancipation, and
the Thirteenth Amendment

1863: Lincoln’s Pivotal Year
Edited by Harold Holzer and
Sara Vaughn Gabbard

Edited by Harold Holzer and
Sara Vaughn Gabbard

Cloth $32.95t
978-0-8093-3246-5
216 pages, 6 x 9, 28 illustrations

Cloth $34.95sp
978-0-8093-2764-5
280 pages, 6 x 9, 18 illustrations
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LINCOLN/ILLINOIS

Looking for Lincoln in Illinois
Lincoln’s Springfield

LOOKING FOR

Bryon C. Andreasen

LINCOLN

A full-color guide to the Looking for Lincoln Story
Trail in the capital city of Illinois

IN ILLINOIS

LINCOLN’S SPRINGFIELD

Bryon C. Andreasen
April $19.95t
Paper 978-0-8093-3382-0
128 pages, 6 x 9, 153 illustrations

"This brief volume contains a wealth
of information shedding a bright light
on both 'Lincoln's Springfield' and
'Springfield's Lincoln.' It is especially
helpful for those wishing to know more
about Lincoln sites above and beyond
the home, tomb, law office, and capitol."

Presenting fifty Abraham Lincoln sto-

Engaging stories in the book bring Lin-

ries—some familiar and beloved, some

coln’s Springfield to life: Lincoln cre-

fresh and unexpected—Looking for Lin-

ated controversy with his Temperance

coln in Illinois: Lincoln’s Springfield is a

Address, which he delivered in a church

carefully researched, richly illustrated

on Fourth Street in February 1842. He

guide to the Springfield, Illinois, loca-

unexpectedly married Mary Todd in her

tions on the Looking for Lincoln Story

sister’s home on the edge of Spring-

Trail. Created by the Looking for Lincoln

field later that year. The Lincolns’ sons

Heritage Coalition, this trail consists of

used to harness dogs and cats to small

more than two hundred illustrated sto-

wagons and drive them around the dirt

ryboards posted in sites of significance

streets of town. When Lincoln visited his

to Lincoln’s life and career across fif-

dentist, he applied his own chloroform

ty-two communities in Illinois. The sto-

because the practice of analgesia was

ryboards connect Lincoln-related tales

not yet common. He reportedly played

to the geographical locations where

the ball game Fives in a downtown alley

they occurred, giving visitors, and now

while waiting for news of his presidential

readers, a tour of the social and cultural

nomination. And boxing heavyweight

landscape of Lincoln’s nineteenth-cen-

champion John C. Heenan visited the

tury world while revealing the very

presidential candidate in October 1860.

human Lincoln known by friends and

Through texts, historic photographs and

associates.
This book celebrates the trail as a rich

images, and maps, including one keyed

historical resource, featuring the orig-

Springfield, readers of this fascinating

inal storyboards produced for Spring-

volume are invited to imagine social and

field and including twelve additional

cultural landscapes that have been lost

stories and more than 150 illustrations.

in time.

to the story locations in downtown

Bryon C. Andreasen is a historian at the LDS Church History Museum in
Salt Lake City, Utah. He previously was a research historian at the Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library and Museum and the editor of the Journal of the Abraham Lincoln Association. He lives in Bountiful, Utah, near Salt Lake City.

—Michael Burlingame,
Chancellor Naomi B. Lynn
Distinguished Chair in
Lincoln Studies, University
of Illinois Springfield

Also of Interest

Schroeder-Lein

“This lavishly illustrated, well-written treasury is the next best thing to visiting the Abraham
Lincoln Presidential Library itself. A must!”
—Harold Holzer, chairman, Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Foundation

T

he Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library in Springfield, Illinois, houses a trove of invaluable
historical resources concerning all aspects of the Prairie State’s past. In celebration of the
Library’s 125th anniversary, Treasures of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library commemorates
the institution’s history, as well as its contributions to scholarship and education, by highlighting
a selection of eighty-five treasures from the varied collections of more than twelve million items.
A historical overview and an extensive chronology of the Library open the volume, which
includes the oldest and rarest treasured items, those that illustrate various locations, and materials
relating to business, the mid-nineteenth century and the Civil War, ethnicity, World Wars I and II,
and art. Featured pieces include the Everett copy of the Gettysburg Address, Abraham and Mary
Lincoln’s letters, Governor Dan Walker’s boots, WPA publications, an Adlai Stevenson I campaign
hat, Dubin Pullman car materials, Civil War newspapers, the Mary Lincoln insanity verdict, and
Lincoln’s stovepipe hat. Each entry includes a thorough description of the item, one or more images,
and a discussion of its history and how the Library acquired it, if known. Although these treasures
are only a small portion of the vast holdings of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library, together
they epitomize the rich, varied, and sometimes quirky resources available to serious scholars and
curious tourists alike at this valuable cultural institution.

Lincoln’s Ladder to the
Presidency: The Eighth Judicial
Circuit
Glenna R. Schroeder-Lein, a manuscript librarian at the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library in
Springfield, Illinois, is the author of Lincoln and Medicine, The Encyclopedia of Civil War Medicine,
and Confederate Hospitals on the Move: Samuel H. Stout and the Army of Tennessee.

southern illinois university press

www.siupress.com

$22.50 usd
isbn 0-8093-3336-8
isbn 978-0-8093-3336-3

ALPL cvr for TMM.indd 1
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treasures
of the

Abraham
Lincoln
Presidential
Library

Treasures of the Abraham
Lincoln Presidential Library
Edited by
Glenna R. Schroeder-Lein

Edited by Glenna R. Schroeder-Lein

Cloth $39.50sp
978-0-8093-3335-6
224 pages, 8.25 x 9.25, 159 illustrations

southern illinois
university press

Cloth $34.95t
978-0-8093-3201-4
352 pages, 6 x 9, 34 illustrations

PRINTED IN EAST PEORIA, IL, USA

Guy C. Fraker, with a foreword by
Michael Burlingame

Treasures of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library

American History
“[This book] is a testament to the wisdom of generations of archivists and librarians who tended
to the materials presented in this volume. The occasion for Treasures is the 125th anniversary of
the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library. No recognition could be more durable or appropriate.”
—Jean H. Baker, author of Mary Todd Lincoln: A Biography

Southern Illinois University Press

6/19/14 10:36 AM

www.siupress.com

LINCOLN

The National Joker

Abraham Lincoln and the Politics of Satire

Todd Nathan Thompson
How Lincoln used satire to achieve political ends
Abraham Lincoln’s love of jokes—hear-

depictions of him—as ugly, cowardly,

ing them, telling them, drawing morals

jocular, inexperienced—into positive

from them—prompted critics to dub Lin-

traits that identified him as an everyman

coln “the National Joker.” The political

while attacking his opponents’ claims to

cartoons and print satires that mocked

greatness, heroism, and experience as

Lincoln often trafficked in precisely the

aristocratic or demagogic. By fashion-

same images and terms Lincoln hu-

ing a folksy, fallible persona, Thompson

morously used to characterize himself.

shows, Lincoln was able to use satire

In this intriguing study, Todd Nathan

as a weapon without being severely

Thompson considers the politically

wounded by it.

productive tension between Lincoln’s

Thompson also considers how Lin-

use of satire and satiric treatments of

coln used political cartoons and other

him in political cartoons, humor period-

media to craft the particular Lincoln

icals, joke books, and campaign litera-

image of the “self-made man,” under-

ture. Thompson traces Lincoln’s comic

scores exceptions to Lincoln’s ability

sources and explains how, in reapplying

to mitigate negative depictions, and

others’ jokes and stories to political cir-

closely examines political cartoons

cumstances, he transformed humor into

from both the 1860 and 1864 elections.

satire. Time and time again, Thompson

Throughout, Thompson’s deft analysis

shows, Lincoln engaged in self-mock-

brings to life Lincoln’s popular humor.

THE NATIONAL
JOKER
Abraham
Lincoln
and the
Politics
of Satire
TODD NATHAN THOMPSON
August $29.50sp
Cloth 978-0-8093-3422-3
200 pages, 6 x 9, 41 illustrations

ery, turning negative assumptions or

Todd Nathan Thompson, an assistant professor of English at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, is the author of articles in Nineteenth-Century Prose,
ESQ: A Journal of the American Renaissance, Early American Literature, M/MLA
Journal, and Journal of American Culture.

Also of Interest

Abraham Lincoln, Philosopher
Statesman

We Called Him Rabbi Abraham:
Lincoln and American Jewry, a
Documentary History

Joseph R. Fornieri

Gary Phillip Zola

Cloth $34.50sp
978-0-8093-3329-5
248 pages, 6 x 9, 20 illustrations

Cloth $49.50sp
978-0-8093-3292-2
480 pages, 6.125 x 9.25, 59 illustrations
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LINCOLN
Samito

Lincoln and the Thirteenth
Amendment

C H RI S TIAN G . SAM ITO

Christian G. Samito

Lincoln and the Thirteenth Amendment

Lincoln and
the Thirteenth
Amendment

Lincoln’s constitutional struggle to end slavery

September $24.95sp
Cloth 978-0-8093-3424-7
176 pages, 5 x 8, 8 illustrations
Concise Lincoln Library

Praise for
the Concise Lincoln Library
“Southern Illinois University Press
maintains its position as one of the
leading publishers on Abraham
Lincoln and the Civil War Era with
this series dedicated to short and
engaging works on Lincoln. . . . The
series aims to appeal to both the
well-versed Lincoln enthusiast and
the newcomer alike.”

Long before the Civil War, Abraham Lin-

it worked within the constitutional

coln recognized the challenge American

structure and preserved key compo-

slavery posed to the ideals of the Decla-

nents of American constitutionalism in

ration of Independence. A constitutional

the face of Radical Republican schemes.

amendment would be the ideal solution

Samito relates how Lincoln made the

to ending slavery, yet the idea of such

amendment an issue in his 1864 reelec-

an amendment conflicted with several

tion campaign, chronicles lobbying ef-

of Lincoln’s long-held positions. In this

forts and the final vote in the House on

study, Christian G. Samito examines

the amendment resolution, and inter-

how Lincoln’s opposition to amending

rogates various charges of corruption

the U.S. Constitution shaped his politi-

and back-room deals. He also considers

cal views before he became president,

the Thirteenth Amendment in the con-

and how constitutional arguments

text of the Hampton Roads conference,

overcame Lincoln’s objections, turning

Lincoln’s own thoughts on the meaning

him into a supporter of the Thirteenth

of the amendment, and the impact of

Amendment by 1864.
For most of his political career,

Lincoln’s assassination on the reading

Samito shows, Lincoln opposed chang-

authoritative historical treatment of a

ing the Constitution, even to overturn

story so compelling it was recently dra-

Supreme Court rulings with which he
disagreed. Well into his presidency, he

matized in the movie Lincoln.
Closing with a lively discussion that

argued that emancipation should take

applies the Thirteenth Amendment to

place only on the state level because the

current events, this concise yet compre-

federal government had no jurisdiction

hensive volume demonstrates how the

to control slavery in the states. Between

constitutional change Lincoln helped

January 1863 and mid-1864, however,

bring about continues to be relevant

Lincoln came to support a constitutional

today.

of the amendment. Samito provides the

amendment to abolish slavery because

Christian G. Samito practices law in Boston and teaches legal and constitutional history at Boston University School of Law. He is the author of Becoming American under Fire: Irish Americans, African Americans, and the Politics of
Citizenship during the Civil War Era, as well as the editor of Changes in Law and
Society during the Civil War and Reconstruction: A Legal History Documentary
Reader and two Civil War letter collections. He holds a JD from Harvard Law
School and a PhD in American history from Boston College.

—Kentucky Historical Society

“Out of seemingly modest ideas
sometimes come great things, and
that is the case with Southern
Illinois University Press’s Concise
Lincoln Library.”

Praise for
Lincoln and the Civil War
“Because it is short, cogent, accessible, and important, this
book probably deserves a place in every college-level Civil
War course.”

—History Book Club
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LINCOLN

Edna Greene Medford
In this succinct study, Edna Greene Med-

and their supporters pressed more ur-

ford examines the ideas and events that

gently for an end to slavery. Despite

shaped President Lincoln’s responses

their differences, an undeclared part-

to slavery, following the arc of his ideo-

nership existed between the president

logical development from the beginning

and the enslaved that led to both pres-

of the Civil War, when he aimed to pur-

ervation of the Union and freedom for

sue a course of noninterference, to his

those in bondage. While Lincoln re-

championing of slavery’s destruction

mains central to the story, the author

before the conflict ended. Throughout,

argues that many players—including

Medford juxtaposes the president’s mo-

the abolitionists and Radical Republi-

tivations for advocating freedom with

cans, War Democrats, and black men

the aspirations of African Americans,

and women—participated in the drama

restoring African Americans to the cen-

through agitation, military support of

ter of the story about the struggle for

the Union, and destruction of the insti-

their own liberation.

tution from within. By including African

Lincoln and African Americans,

American voices in the emancipation

Medford argues, approached emanci-

narrative, this insightful volume offers

pation differently, with the president

a fresh and welcome perspective on

moving slowly and cautiously in order

Lincoln’s America.

Lincoln and Emancipation

Lincoln’s evolving thoughts on the end of slavery

Medford

Lincoln and Emancipation

E DNA G RE E N E M E DFO RD

Lincoln and
Emancipation

to save the Union, while the enslaved
June $24.95sp
Cloth 978-0-8093-3363-9
160 pages, 5 x 8, 4 illustrations
Concise Lincoln Library

Edna Greene Medford is a professor of history and the department chair
at Howard University. She is a coauthor, with Frank J. Williams and Harold Holzer,
of The Emancipation Proclamation: Three Views. She served as director for History of New York’s African Burial Ground Project and edited Historical Perspectives of the African Burial Ground: New York Blacks and the Diaspora.

Also Available in the Concise Lincoln Library
www.conciselincolnlibrary.com

Southern Illinois University Press
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POETRY

Salt Moon
Noel Crook
Dealing with nature, love, loss, family, parenthood, and the
human need to hold the beloved safe in a dangerous world
Throughout Salt Moon, Noel Crook

despair—these antitheses fuel Crook’s

forges the kind of tragic vision Howard

Ovidian imagination, which ranges freely

Nemerov described as the mark of our

from Comanche raids in Texas to a slave

finest poets: drawing on myth and mem-

plantation in North Carolina, from a car-

ory, Crook’s fierce lyrics reveal a world

pet maker in Istanbul to beggars in Delhi,

that is at once “hopeless and beautiful . . .

from her daughter’s hospital room to the

giving equal emphasis to both words.”

war in Iraq. Rendered in unforgettable im-

Sacrifice and betrayal, parental love and

ages, Salt Moon is that rare book which

patricide, unleashed desire and cornered

grows richer with each reading.

Noel Crook is a poetry editor for Sun Editions. Her poems have been published in Best New Poets, New Letters, Shenandoah, Smartish Pace, and other
journals. She lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.

“Crook’s concerns are dark and weighty. But hers is a
fiercely resilient voice, aware of its own ‘black capacities’
for survival—and equally unmistakable, the beauty she
finds for us in the ‘butcher knife that fits the palm like an
answer.’ Salt Moon is an important debut, a finely made,
courageous book.”
March $15.95t
Paper 978-0-8093-3387-5
80 pages, 6 x 9
Crab Orchard Series in Poetry

—Claudia Emerson, author of Late Wife

“Mercy”

Notes from a Salt Flat Prisoner

Sure Job was impressive, a poster child
for God, stuck in his land of Uz
but never quibbling, his great house burned,
livestock driven from his fields,
the throats of his servants slit, and worse:
his beloveds smote by a single, sudden wind.
But surely, when the boils appeared,
bone-rooted, bursting their way to ooze
through acquiescent flesh, and he sat down
in ashes to wish himself unborn, to scrape his sores
with a potsherd, the maggots falling about him
in small ecstasies, just once, behind
the cracked sphincter of his lips he tongued
the forbidden, fruitless word.

Bonaire
On this island, love, there is nothing but black
and white—the sea’s flat back that keeps us,
bleak shards of coral honed sharp as knives
by tireless wavelets. And the salt—vast,
blinding pans for us to rake. It galls
our wrists and shins like manacles.
Nothing grows here but these crystals. Even
the dark seaweed swirling in the inlets
rises on spindly legs as if to swim
away. Small black lizards whisper
names of home against the dry rocks
and we boil them for it. We are sick
of fish. All day the sun’s blanched eye
seeks us, and not one rock
big enough to hide under. I am changed
by this place—like Lot’s wife
I look back, reconfigure
the purple shadows in the struts of your
ribs, your tongue in my mouth like pure fire.
Here there is no holy water or sin.
Each night we bathe ourselves in brine,
lie under a black collar of sky, the spume
of white salt stars, the salt white moon,
the sting of crystals blooming on our skin.
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POETRY

Incarnate Grace
Moira Linehan
Explores, questions, and ultimately celebrates one woman’s
attempt to live in the temple of the present
In her collection Incarnate Grace, poet

surface of the sea; from the margins of

Moira Linehan explores, questions, and

her surgery—clean but not ideal—to the

ultimately celebrates her attempt to live

margins of illuminated manuscripts.

in the temple of the present.
After learning she has breast can-

She links the mundane to the mythic,

cer, the poet struggles to live an exam-

scripture and nature, storms and loss,

ined life. Alienated and estranged from

winter and light, breast cancer and em-

her own body, she turns her cancer

broidery. As she returns to her home

into “these binoculars, / this new way

on a small pond in Massachusetts, she

of looking,” and uses it as a way of fix-

takes with her the fruits of her travels:

ing herself firmly within the moment.
As she travels Ireland and the Pacific

the incarnate grace of the ordinary.
Vivid and compelling, Incarnate

Northwest, her busy mind moves from

Grace finds beauty in the worst of cir-

the knot in her breast to the knots in

cumstances and redemption in the fab-

her knitting to the illuminated knots of

ric of daily life.

inter t wining connections bet ween

The Book of Kells to the tossing, knotted

Moira Linehan

is the author of If No Moon, winner of the 2006 Crab Orchard Series in Poetry Open Competition and an Honor Book in Poetry in the 2008
Massachusetts Book Awards. Her poetry has appeared in America, Crab Orchard
Review, Greensboro Review, Notre Dame Review, Poetry East, Quiddity, Salamander, Southwest Review, Image, Prairie Schooner, and many others.

Last Wishes

April $15.95t
Paper 978-0-8093-3389-9
80 pages, 6 x 9
Crab Orchard Series in Poetry

“In response to the imperiling mysteries of cancer and aging, [Linehan] offers
lyrics of hard-won insight, clarity, and
astonishment. This is a superbly crafted
book by a wise and fearless maker.”

When I go to leave this world, how do I
take with me the grace it held out, it held
onto, when I go, that momentary grace
I caught now and again as I’d look up,
look out? Once, late afternoon, a March wind
swaying the elm, the shadows Matisse’s
blue cutouts, thighs thick as limbs dancing
over the rumpled snow on such delicate
pointed feet. Once, columns of snow swirling
across my pond and I saw stampeding
horses, saw again those sheep outside Dingle,
a dog driving them, left then right, lower
to upper field. When I go, that streaming once
more mine. Or when I go, the sudden rising
of hundreds of swallows banking as one,
then banking again. That nearly closed arc
of an Arctic tern’s wing turning in flight.
When, when to the next wherever I’m going—
mound, mountain, lap of God—let my leaving
be its own imprint of grace: the eagle
I once saw drift down over a river,
extend its talons, graze the water, and lift.
The imprint of that long, slow swoop—what’s first
and last remembered when I go. Then, only then,
the shock of it: prize fish taken out of its world.

Southern Illinois University Press

—David Wojahn

Our Nature
It’s not in our nature to leap
like fish into the other world
above and shine. But haven’t you
at least once followed the arc
of a lone fisherman’s line,
the long cast taking you out
over the deep part of the pond
till you, too, hang suspended?
And for the one breath you are
held there, aren’t you boundless,
even though the line’s already
begun to shudder, fall to earth?

www.siupress.com
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REGIONAL HISTORY

St. Louis and Empire

250 Years of Imperial Quest and Urban Crisis

Henry W. Berger
One American city’s role on the international stage

May $39.50sp
Cloth 978-0-8093-3395-0
368 pages, 6 x 9, 33 illustrations

“Plenty of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century St. Louisans thought their
city lay at the center of the world—or
should, anyway. Berger’s understanding
of the extraordinary mix of characters and
commercial networks that tied the American heartland to the world (from Russia to
Cuba to the Philippines) offers both a new
understanding of this complex city and a
surprising perspective on an era every bit
as ‘global’ as our own.”

At first glance, St. Louis, Missouri,

He shows how St. Louis business lead-

seems to have little to do with foreign

ers, entrepreneurs, politicians, and

relations, a field ostensibly conducted

investors—often driven by personal

on a nation-state level. However, St.

and ideological motives, as well as the

Louis, despite its status as an inland

potential betterment of the city and its

river city frequently relegated to the

people—looked to the west, the south-

backwaters of national significance,

west, Latin America, Europe, Asia, and

has stood at the crossroads of interna-

the Pacific to form economic or political

tional matters for much of its history.

partnerships. Many of these attempted

From its eighteenth-century French fur

imperial activities failed, but even when

trade origins to post–Cold War busi-

they succeeded, Berger explains, the

ness dealings with Latin America and

economy and the people of St. Louis

Asia, the city has never neglected nor

did not usually benefit. By shifting the

been ignored by the world outside its

focus of foreign relations history from

borders. In this pioneering study, Henry

the traditional confines of nation-state

W. Berger analyzes St. Louis’s imperial

conduct to municipal and regional be-

engagement from its founding in 1764

havior, this innovative study highlights

to the present day, revealing the inter-

the domestic foundations and content

section of local political, cultural, and

of foreign policy, opening new avenues

economic interests in foreign affairs.

for study in the field of foreign relations.

Henry W. Berger is a visiting professor emeritus of history at Washington University in St. Louis. He is the editor of A William Appleman Williams Reader: Selections from His Major Historical Writings.

—Eric Sandweiss,
Chair, Department of History,
Indiana University

Also of Interest

Grant Park: The Evolution of
Chicago’s Front Yard
Dennis H. Cremin
Cloth, $34.95t
978-0-8093-3250-2
256 pages, 6.125 x 9.25, 50 illustrations
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Chicago’s Greatest Year, 1893:
The White City and the Birth of a
Modern Metropolis
Joseph Gustaitis
Paper, $29.95t
978-0-8093-3248-9
360 pages, 6 x 9, 90 illustrations

www.siupress.com
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Following Father Chiniquy

Immigration, Religious Schism, and Social
Change in Nineteenth-Century Illinois

Following Father Chiniquy
Immigration,
Religious
Schism,
and Social
Change in
NineteenthCentury
Illinois

Caroline B. Brettell
A major religious rift in middle America
In the late 1850s and early 1860s, the

to engineer the religious schism and how

attention of the Catholic and Protestant

the legacy of this rift affected the lives

religious communities around the world

of the immigrants and their descendants

focused on a few small settlements of

for generations. Brettell chronicles how

French Canadian immigrants in north-

Chiniquy came to lead approximately one

eastern Illinois. Soon after arriving in their

thousand French Canadian families to St.

new home, a large number of these im-

Anne, Illinois, in the early 1850s and how

migrants, led by Father Charles Chiniquy,

his conflict with the Catholic hierarchy led

the charismatic Catholic priest who had

to his excommunication. This intriguing

brought them there, converted to Protes-

study of a nineteenth-century migration

tantism. In this anthropological history,

of French Canadians to the American

Caroline B. Brettell explores how Father

Midwest offers an innovative perspective

Chiniquy took on both the sacred and the

on the immigrant experience in America.

secular authority of the Catholic Church

CAROLINE B. BRETTELL

Caroline B. Brettell is a University Distinguished Professor of Anthropology and the Ruth Collins Altshuler Director of the Dedman College Interdisciplinary Institute at Southern Methodist University. She is the author, coauthor, editor,
or coeditor of fifteen books.

July $40.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3416-2
328 pages, 6 x 9, 13 illustrations

The Wreck of the America
in Southern Illinois

ARCHEOLOGY

A Flatboat on the Ohio River

Mark J. Wagner
The discovery and investigation of the America flatboat wreck
Flatboats were the most prolific type

flatboat, which they named America,

of vessel on the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers during the early 1800s. By the

after a nearby town.
In The Wreck of the America in South-

late 1800s, however, flatboats had com-

ern Illinois: A Flatboat on the Ohio River,

pletely disappeared, and until recently,

Wagner provides a brief description and

no intact examples were known to exist.

general history of flatboats and the var-

Our knowledge of these historic vessels

ious reasons they wrecked. He also de-

had been limited to illustrations, mem-

scribes the remains of the America, how

oirs, and traveler accounts.
This understanding changed in 2000

it was constructed, the artifacts found

after local residents found a wreck on the

cause of its sinking. The book concludes

Ohio River shoreline in Illinois. Archae-

with a history of the America since its dis-

ologist Mark J. Wagner and colleagues

covery in 2000 and a plea that the boat

investigated extensively and established

be removed from the riverbank and pre-

that the wreck was a pre–Civil War

served before the Ohio washes it away.

nearby and inside, and the probable

April $19.95t
Paper 978‑0‑8093‑3436‑0
128 pages, 6 x 9, 59 illustrations

Mark J. Wagner is the interim director and a staff archaeologist at the Center for Archaeological Investigations, Southern Illinois University Carbondale. He
is a former president of the Illinois Archaeological Survey and the author of The
Rhoads Site: A Historic Kickapoo Village on the Illinois Prairie, as well as numerous essays, technical reports, and books.

Southern Illinois University Press
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THEATRE

Working in the Wings

New Perspectives on Theatre History and Labor

Working in the Wings

New Perspectives on Theatre History and Labor
Edited by Elizabeth A. Osborne and Christine Woodworth
Challenging our understanding of work, theatre, and history
Working in the Wings brings attention to

the sometimes repetitive and sometimes

what goes on behind the scenes in this es-

destructive process of creation and the

say collection that considers, challenges,

end result—the play or performance; and

and revises our understanding of work,

the ways in which theatre affects the pop-

theatre, and history. Contributors look

ular imagination. This collected volume

at the ways in which workers’ identities

draws attention to the significance of

are shaped, influenced, and dictated by

work in the theatre, encouraging a fresh

what they do; the traces left behind by

examination of this important subject in

workers whose contributions have been

the history of the theatre and beyond.

overwritten; the intersections between

Elizabeth A. Osborne is an associate professor of theatre studies at Florida

Edited by Elizabeth A. Osborne
and Christine Woodworth

State University and the author of Staging the People: Community and Identity
in the Federal Theatre Project. She has also published articles in Theatre History
Studies, the Journal of American Drama and Theatre, and Theatre Symposium.

Christine Woodworth is an assistant professor of theatre at Hobart and
William Smith Colleges. She has published essays in Theatre Symposium, Theatre History Studies, and Theatre Annual, among other journals.

June $40.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3420-9
264 pages, 6 x 9, 9 illustrations
Theater in the Americas

Michael Moore and the
Rhetoric of Documentary

FILM

Edited by Thomas W. Benson and Brian J. Snee
The first book-length examination of the films and rhetoric
of documentary filmmaker Michael Moore

Michael

Moore
and the

Rhetoric of
Documentary

Not afraid to tackle provocative topics

Michael Moore and the Rhetoric of Doc-

in American culture, from gun violence

umentary examines the production, rhe-

and labor policies to terrorism and health

torical appeals, and audience reception of

care, Michael Moore has earned both

these films. Contributors critique the films

applause and invective in his career as a

primarily as modes of public argument

documentarian. In such polarizing films

and political art. Each essay is devoted to

as Bowling for Columbine, Fahrenheit

one of Moore’s films and traces in detail

9/11, and Sicko, Moore has established a

how that film invites specific audience

unique voice of radical nostalgia for pro-

responses. This book reveals not only

gressivism, and in doing so has become

the art, the argument, and the emotional

one of the most recognized documentary

appeals of Moore’s documentaries but

filmmakers of all time.

also how these films have revolutionized

The first in-depth study of Moore’s

the genre of documentary filmmaking.

feature-length documentar y films,
Edited by Thomas W. Benson and Brian J. Snee

Thomas W. Benson is the Edwin Erle Sparks Professor of Rhetoric at Penn
State University and has edited and authored several books, including Reality
Fictions: The Films of Frederick Wiseman.

June $35.50sp
Paper 978-0-8093-3407-0
240 pages, 6 x 9, 15 illustrations
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Brian J. Snee is an associate professor and the chair of the communication
and media department at Manhattanville College. He is a coeditor, with Thomas
W. Benson, of The Rhetoric of the New Political Documentary.
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RHETORIC

Writing Childbirth

Women’s Rhetorical Agency in Labor and Online

Kim Hensley Owens
Exploring how everyday women use writing to
assert rhetorical agency in childbirth
In Writing Childbirth: Women’s Rhetorical

Owens considers how women’s

Agency in Labor and Online, Kim Hensley

agency in childbirth is sanctioned and ex-

Owens draws on medical texts, popular

amines how women’s rhetorical choices

advice books, and online birth plans and

in writing interact with institutionalized

birth stories, as well as her own childbirth

medicine and societal norms. Writing

writing survey, to explore how women

Childbirth reveals the contradictory mes-

create and use everyday rhetorics in plan-

sages women receive about childbirth,

ning for, experiencing, and writing about

their conflicting expectations about it,

childbirth. Women seeking to express

and how writing and technology contrib-

concerns or to challenge institutionalized

ute to and reconcile these messages and

medicine by writing online birth plans or

expectations.

WRiTING
CHiLDBiRTH
Women’s Rhetorical
Agency in Labor and Online

birth stories exercise rhetorical agency in
undeniably feminist ways.

Kim Hensley Owens is an associate professor of writing and rhetoric at the

K I M

University of Rhode Island. Her research focuses on intersections of rhetoric, feminism, health and medicine, bodies, technologies, and ethnography. She has published essays in Rhetoric Review, Written Communication, Computers and Composition, JAC, Pedagogy, and Enculturation.

H E N S LE Y

OW E N S

August $35.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3405-6
216 pages, 6 x 9, 5 illustrations
Studies in Rhetorics and Feminisms

Women’s Irony

Rewriting Feminist Rhetorical Histories

Tarez Samra Graban
Constructing an innovative model of irony for feminist rhetorical historiography
In Women’s Irony: Rewriting Feminist Rhe-

relationships between women and agency,

torical Histories, author Tarez Samra Gra-

language and history, and archival location

ban synthesizes three decades of feminist

and memory. Interwoven throughout are

scholarship in rhetoric, linguistics, and phi-

shorter case studies from twentieth-cen-

losophy to present irony as a critical para-

tury performances, revealing irony’s con-

digm for feminist rhetorical historiography

sciousness-raising potential for the present

that is not linked to humor, lying, or intention. Using irony as a form of ideological

and future.
Ultimately Women’s Irony suggests

disruption, this innovative approach allows

alternative ways to question women’s

scholars to challenge simplistic narratives

histories and consider how contemporary

of who harmed, and who was harmed,

feminist discourse might be better histori-

throughout rhetorical history.
Three case studies of women’s polit-

cized. Graban challenges critical methods

ical discourse between 1600 and 1900—

its related disciplines—composition, com-

examining the work of Anne Askew,

munication, and English studies—to rethink

Anne Hutchinson, and Helen M. Gou-

how they produce historical knowledge

gar—demonstrate how reading historical

and use archives to recover women’s per-

texts ironically complicates the theoretical

formances in political situations.

WOMEN’S

IRONY

REWRITING FEMINIST
RHETORICAL HISTORIES

in rhetoric, asking scholars in rhetoric and

Tarez Samra Graban

Tarez Samra Graban is an assistant professor of English at Florida State University and a coauthor of GenAdmin: Theorizing WPA Identities in the Twenty-First
Century. Her essays on feminist rhetorical historiography and archival theory have
been published in the journals Rhetorica, Gender and Language, College English
and the edited collection Working in the Archives: Practical Research Methods for
Rhetoric and Composition.

Southern Illinois University Press
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August $40.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3418-6
256 pages, 6 x 9, 8 illustrations
Studies in Rhetorics and Feminisms
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RHETORIC

Thinking with BRUNO LATOUR
in Rhetoric and Composition

Thinking with Bruno Latour in
Rhetoric and Composition
Edited by Paul Lynch and Nathaniel Rivers
Exploring the potential and the limitations of a groundbreaking
sociologist’s theories in rhetoric, composition, and writing studies

Edited by

Paul Lynch and
Nathaniel Rivers

Best known for his books We Have Never

The chapters of this volume discern,

Been Modern, Laboratory Life, and Sci-

rearticulate, and occasionally critique

ence in Action, Bruno Latour has inspired

rhetoric and composition’s growing in-

scholarship across many disciplines. In
the past few years, the fields of rheto-

terest in Latour.
Thinking with Bruno Latour in Rheto-

ric and composition have witnessed an

ric and Composition shows how Latour’s

explosion of interest in Latour’s work.

groundbreaking theories on technology,

Editors Paul Lynch and Nathaniel Rivers

agency, and networks might be taken

have assembled leading and emerging

up, enriched, and extended to challenge

scholars in order to continue and focus

scholars in rhetorical studies (both En-

the debate over what Latour means for

glish and communications), composition,

the study of persuasion and written

and writing studies to rethink some of the

communication.

field’s most basic assumptions.

Paul Lynch is an associate professor of English at Saint Louis University and
author of After Pedagogy: The Experience of Teaching.
April $45.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3393-6
336 pages, 6 x 9, 11 illustrations

Nathaniel Rivers is an assistant professor of English at Saint Louis University and coeditor of Equipment for Living: The Literary Reviews of Kenneth Burke.

Three Arabic Treatises on
Aristotle’s Rhetoric
The Commentaries of al-Fārābī,
Avicenna, and Averroes
Translated by Lahcen Elyazghi Ezzaher

Exploring a tradition of Arabic rhetorical commentary in translation

June $40.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3413-1
208 pages, 6 x 9
Landmarks in Rhetoric and Public Address
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It is increasingly well documented that

that contextualize—both historically and

western rhetoric’s journey from pagan

culturally—these immensely significant

Athens to the medieval academies of

works while highlighting a comparative,

Christian Europe was significantly influ-

multidisciplinary approach to rhetorical

enced by the intellectual thought of the

scholarship that offers new perspectives

Muslim Near East. Lahcen Elyazghi Ez-

on one of the field’s foundational texts.

zaher contributes to the contemporary

Elegant and practical, the translations

chronicling of this influence in Three Ar-

give English-speaking scholars and stu-

abic Treatises on Aristotle’s Rhetoric: The

dents of rhetoric access to key medieval

Commentaries of al-Fārābī, Avicenna, and

Arabic rhetorical texts while elucidating

Averroes, offering translations of three

the unique and important contribution

landmark medieval Arabic commentaries

of those texts to the revival of European

on Aristotle’s famous rhetorical treatise

interest in the rhetoric and logic of Aris-

in one volume. Elyazghi Ezzaher’s trans-

totle, which in turn influenced the rise of

lations are each accompanied by insight-

universities and the shaping of Western

ful scholarly introductions and notes

intellectual life.

Lahcen Elyazghi Ezzaher is a professor of English at the University of
Northern Colorado, where he specializes in histories and theories of rhetoric, theories of discourse, and translation studies. His award-winning work has appeared
in numerous journals, including Rhetorica and Advances in the History of Rhetoric.

Southern Illinois University Press
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Political Literacy in
Composition and Rhetoric
Defending Academic Discourse
against Postmodern Pluralism
Donald Lazere

A call for critical citizenship in theory and pedagogy
During the 1970s, the National Council of

critical thinking skills and multidisciplinary

Teachers of English issued a series of res-

approaches in the teaching of composition

olutions calling for the teaching of “critical

and rhetoric. Lazere also presents a keen

reading, listening, viewing, and thinking

sociocultural observation regarding the

skills necessary to enable students to

majority of the “Middle Americans” demo-

cope with the sophisticated persuasion

graphic—lower-middle class, rural, white

techniques in political statements, adver-

students with a conservative leaning and

tising, entertainment, and news.” How-

an occasional resistance to change—and

ever, in recent decades, under the sway of

their learning behaviors and needs. Finally,

multiculturalism and postmodern theory,

Lazere offers a roadmap for a new kind of

composition and rhetoric pedagogies have

curriculum, one that he argues will enable

strayed from these goals. In Political Liter-

teachers of composition and rhetoric to fos-

acy in Composition and Rhetoric, author

ter a sense of civic literacy in their students

and teacher Donald Lazere issues a call

and thus, by extension, American society

to action for the return to an emphasis on

as a whole.

RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION
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September $40.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3428-5
344 pages, 6 x 9

Donald Lazere,

professor emeritus of English at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo,
most recently taught at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. He is the author
or editor of five previous books, including the textbooks Reading and Writing for
Civic Literacy: The Critical Citizen’s Guide to Argumentative Rhetoric and Thinking
Critically about Media and Politics.

COMPOSITION

Creative Writing Pedagogies
for the Twenty-First Century
Edited by Alexandria Peary and Tom C. Hunley
Offering twelve inventive teaching methods
for the creative writing classroom
The creative writing workshop: beloved

the traditional creative writing workshop.

by some, dreaded by others, and ubiqui-

Contributors in this volume present fresh

tous in writing programs across the na-

and inventive methods for the teaching of

tion. For decades, the workshop has been

creative writing. Each chapter offers both

entrenched as the primary pedagogy

a theoretical and a historical background

of creative writing. In Creative Writing

for its respective pedagogical ideas, as

Pedagogies for the Twenty-First Cen-

well as practical applications for use in

tury, editors Alexandria Peary and Tom

the classroom. These methods can be

C. Hunley gather together contributing

used either to supplement the custom-

experts from both creative writing and

ary workshop model or as stand-alone

composition studies—a discipline rich

roadmaps to engage and reinvigorate

with a wide range of established peda-

the creative process for both students

gogies—to offer innovative alternatives to

and teachers alike.

Creative Writing Pedagogies
for the Twenty-First Century
Edited by Alexandria Peary and Tom C. Hunley

Alexandria Peary is an associate professor and a first-year composition coordinator in the English Department at Salem State University and the author of three
books of poetry, including Lid to the Shadow, which received the 2010 Slope Editions
Book Prize, and Control Bird Alt Delete, which received the 2013 Iowa Poetry Prize.

June $40.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3403-2
320 pages, 6 x 9

Tom C. Hunley is an associate professor of English at Western Kentucky University. He is the author of Teaching Poetry Writing: A Five-Canon Approach, The Poetry Gymnasium: 94 Proven Exercises to Shape Your Best Verse, and four full-length
poetry collections, most recently Plunk.
Southern Illinois University Press
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ARCHAEOLOGY

The Archaeology of Slavery
A Comparative Approach to
Captivity and Coercion

Edited by Lydia Wilson Marshall
Presenting a broader interpretive framework for the study
of slavery in diverse time periods and locations

Now available $50.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3397-4
426 pages, 7 x 10, 58 illustrations

Plantation sites, especially those in the

strategies of coercion and enslaved peo-

southeastern United States, have long

ple’s methods of resisting this coercion,

dominated the archaeological study of

and the legacies of slavery as confronted

slavery. These antebellum estates, how-

by formerly enslaved people and their

ever, are not representative of the range

descendants. Among the peoples, sites,

of geographic locations and time periods

and periods examined are a late nine-

in which slavery has occurred.

teenth-century Chinese laborer popula-

The Archaeology of Slavery devel-

tion in Carlin, Nevada; a castle slave hab-

ops an interregional and cross-temporal

itation at San Domingo and a more elite

framework for the interpretation of slav-

trading center at nearby Juffure in the

ery. Contributors consider how to define

Gambia; two eighteenth-century planta-

slavery, identify it in the archaeological

tions in Dominica; Benin’s Hueda King-

record, and study it as a diachronic pro-

dom in the seventeenth and eighteenth

cess from enslavement to emancipation

centuries; plantations in Zanzibar; and

and beyond.
Essays cover the potential material

three fugitive slave sites on Mauritius—

representations of slavery, slave owners’

and a karst cave.

an underground lava tunnel, a mountain,

Lydia Wilson Marshall is an assistant professor of anthropology at DePauw University. She has published articles in the Journal of African Archaeology
and African Archaeological Review and is active in the fields of historical archaeology and African archaeology.

Studies in
Culture Contact
Interaction,
Culture Change,
and Archaeology
Edited by
James G. Cusick

Center for Archaeological Investigations

Occasional Paper No. 25

Studies in Culture Contact

Interaction, Culture Change, and Archaeology

Edited by James G. Cusick
Redefining the role of culture contact in archaeology
People have long been fascinated with

entanglement, and symmetrical ex-

times in human history when different

change. Part I provides a critical overview

cultures and societies first came into con-

of theoretical approaches to the study

tact with each other, how they reacted to

of culture contact, while Part II contains

that contact, and why it sometimes oc-

eleven case studies of specific contact

curred peacefully and at other times was

situations and their relationships to the

violent or catastrophic. Studies in Culture

archaeological record. Studies in Culture

Contact seeks to define the role of culture

Contact provides an extensive review of

contact in human history, to identify is-

the history of culture contact in anthro-

sues in the study of culture contact in ar-

pological studies and develops a broad

chaeology, and to provide a critical over-

framework for studying culture contact’s

view of the major theoretical approaches

role, moving beyond a simple formulation

to the study of culture and contact.
Contributors consider three forms

of contact and change to a more complex

of culture contact—colonization, cultural

and continuity in contact situations.

understanding of the amalgam of change

James G. Cusick is the curator of the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History at
March $45.00s
Paper 978-0-8093-3409-4
512 pages, 7 x 10, 53 illustrations
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the University of Florida and the author of The Other War of 1812: The Patriot War
and the American Invasion of Spanish East Florida. He has published essays in
Historical Archaeology and serves on the board of the Florida Historical Society.
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